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Abstract -In the past decades there was an exponential growth of
computer networks and computing devices, connecting computers
with a size in the m3 range. The Internet-of-Things (IoT) emerges
connecting everything, demanding for new distributed computing
and communication approaches. Currently, the IoT connects devices with a size in the cm3 range. But new technologies enable the
integration of computing in materials and technical structures
with sensor and actor networks connecting devices in the mm3
range. This work investigates issues in large-scale computer networks related to the deployment of low- and very-low resource
miniaturized nodes integrated within materials. These networks
operate under harsh conditions with possibility of technical failures requiring robustness. Despite sensor networks used for structural monitoring, self-adaptive materials can profit from selforganizing and autonomous distributed data processing using
Multi-agent systems, demonstrated in this paper. Self-adaptive
materials are able to adapt the material or mechanical structure
properties based on their environmental interaction (load/stress)
to minimize the risk of overloading. A structure that could change
its local properties in service based on the identified loading situation could thus potentially raise additional weight saving potentials
and thus supporting lightweight design, and in consequence, sustainability.
Keywords - Big Data, Pervasive Computing, Material Computing, Adaptive
Materials, Agents, Self-organizing systems

I.INTRODUCTION
In the last decades there was a shift from passive single sensors towards networks of smarts sensors equipped with Information-Communication Technologies (ICT). Furthermore,
there was a significant increase of the sensor density in sensor
networks [22]. Optimization problems are commonly mathematically solved [1][2] or being global problems [3][4] that can
only be solved by processing the entire sensor data set on every
system iteration. But the need for a transition to distributed
approaches with local processing is eminent to satisfy future
scaling of large systems consisting of Thousands and millions
of small perceptive and computational nodes, each equipped
with low computational power and storage capacity.
In large-scale dynamic networks an organizational structure
is required for interaction and communication. In [5] sensors
are considered as devices used by an upper layer of controller
agents. Agents are organized according to roles related to the
different aspects to integrate, mainly sensor management, communication and data processing. This organization isolates and
decouples the data management from changing networks, while
encouraging reuse of solutions. Self-adaptive materials require
a control mechanism behind the material property adaptation,
preferably a two-stage approach combining Multi-agent systems (MAS) and Machine Learning (ML). MAS are used to
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analyze the loading situation based on sensor information preferably, highly localized strain data - and negotiate a matching redistribution of, e.g., local stiffness values according to
some higher-level aim like minimizing total elastic strain
energy or maximum stress levels in the system. The machine
learning approach in contrast would recognise loading situations that have already been encountered in the past and on this
basis avoid the MAS approach by directly proposing the solution found in the preceding case. Agents should perform sensor
distribution, negotiation of material property changes, and
monitoring of the structure. All these tasks involve agent communication. In this work, the property subject to negotiation is
the stiffness of the material or dedicated mechanical elements
like springs. The goal is to reduce strain and stress in the material under varying loading situations. Considering low-resource
platforms the efficiency and optimization of communication is
a major challenge, which is addressed in this work. In [6], the
massive increase of data in such material-integrated networks
are predicted towards Big Data.
This work introduces the following novelties;
 Self-adaptive materials using self-organizing MAS controlling an artificial mass-body-spring system with a selfregulating approach;
 New concepts for large-scale material-integrated computing based on low-resource computing nodes and MAS;
 A new multi-domain simulation framework SEJAM 2.0
coupling MAS and physical simulation based on JAM 2.0
and the CANNON multi-body physics engine;
 A first attempt to create a new agent processing platform
framework with enhanced agent communication support,
and combining two different platform technologies, JAM
2.0 and AFVM 2.0, addressing the IoT and material-integrated computing, respectively.
The next section introduces self-adaptive materials and
structures from the material science point of view, in conclusion defining hard constraints on the data processing integrated
in materials. The following sections discuss the design of
appropriate data processing architectures and algorithms for
self-adaptivity, finally evaluated with a multi-domain simulation of a plate using the new SEJAM 2.0 multi-domain simulator.
II.SELF-ADAPTIVE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
The concept of adaptive materials draws much of its appeal
from the fact that engineering design has to decide which are
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the load cases or service conditions to base dimensioning on,
while reality typically knows no such limitations: Conventional
techniques like shape, topology or multi-material optimization
all need to single out few sets of boundary conditions to adapt
to.
Any real world load-bearing structure, in contrast, may see
different scenarios including misuse, which might be impossible to capture/define in the design stage. Such unforeseen loads
may in the worst case lead to immediate failure - in other cases,
they might just wear out a structure, causing it to fail prematurely and/or in places determined by unexpected local load histories.
An adaptive material is capable of adjusting its mechanical
characteristics - like stiffness - to external loads could actively
manage this local load history. It could protect areas already
worn out and distribute loads to others instead. Under the fundamental assumption that design loads can only reflect an above all estimated - average of stresses to be sustained, the
redistribution problem is not deterministic, but requires the
adaptive structure to adjust its decisions over time, basing its
reaction on the actual load pattern observed, and on the accumulation of previous events.
As a direct consequence, it is necessary that the respective
structure must be able to analyze previous and ideally predict
future loads. Adaptivity in the suggested sense thus has to be
represented in a material thus equipped in terms of several individual aspects:
 The material would require self-sensing capabilities;
 It would need to internally process the sensory information;
 It would afford memory to keep track of load histories, or
to store load patterns and associated response strategies;
 It would have to have mechanisms for property adaptation,
where - in view of the load bearing structure scenario properties would be mechanical characteristic like stiffness, or strength;
 It would require means of internal communication, as (and
we will show this further below) its organization would
have to be of distributed nature.
Materials that combine many of these features have been
suggested by several authors: Lang et al. [7][8] discussed sensorial materials, which stress the capability of sensing. A similar perspective has recently been taken by Saheb and Mekid as
well as Mekid et al., designating their concept as nervous or
sensor array materials [9][10]. The additional aspect of adaptivity is covered in the concept of robotic materials proposed by
McEvoy and Correll [11][2] as well as Hughes and Correll
[12]. McEvoy and Correll also offer a practical demonstration,
in macroscopic scale, of their concept which employs a thermal
effects to adapt stiffness and thus induce shape change in a
thermoplastic composite and a robotic application [3][13].
We suggest an alternative term to describe these materials
we envisage that stresses their inherent data evaluation capabilities and their adaptivity while also underlining their versatility,
which extends far beyond robotic applications: Adaptronic
Materials. They perform the adaptation with an integrated sensor-actuator-electronics network.
In any such material, adaptation could be employed on different time scales:
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The shortest time scale, or fast adaptation can cover impact
and vibration;
 Medium time scale would address changing quasi-static
loads;
 The longest time scale would facilitate adjustment in
response to short- and/or medium time scale events, but
base its targets in this respect on accumulated, life cycle
loads.
While the way such materials can be deployed differs from a
temporal perspective, it may also do so from a spatial point of
view:
 Global load management may be implemented in load
bearing structures subjected to varying loads; while
 Local load management may response to a locally weakened or damaged state of a structure.
In all the above cases, however, the principle of finding an
optimum configuration must necessarily be local: A full model
of the respective structure cannot be calculated given the limited resources a material-integrated system can rely on.
Besides, an inherent disadvantage of a comprehensive system
model is its lack of flexibility, which is a major drawback given
the fact that one of the major aims of the suggested material is
to cope with local overload/wear-out and/or damage, which
either imply a change in the systems long-term or immediate
load-bearing capacity.
Furthermore, the concept as such can be adapted to several
application scenarios: A structural component as implied above
may be the most simple one of these. Others include packaging
systems that autonomously balance critical factors like force/
pressure or acceleration. Besides, gripping systems that have to
cope with geometrically ill-defined or fragile objects might be
envisaged - here, stiffness adaptation would help once more to
control contact pressure and forces.
Several mechanisms are known that allow structural materials to adapt their stiffness. In a recent review, Saavreda Flores
et al. have discussed and contrasted these in terms of their
underlying principles [14].Examples include …
 Wood cells (mechanism: Change in moisture levels);
 Polymers/spider silk etc. (temperature, stiffness change
due to transgression of the glass transition temperature);
 Polymer/cellulose nanofibre composite (Chemical agent
induced change of nanofibre and nanofibre-matrix interaction);
 Proteins (sacrificial bonds among molecular cross links
between polymer chains);
A major feature of these materials and responsive principles
is the time constant of their reaction, as this aspect determines
their applicability to managing events on different time scales.
Since practical realization of adaptive materials in large
amounts is usually difficult, and since the fundamental mechanical characteristics of many candidate materials are unsatisfactory, or the energy demand to effect a property change within
the full volume of an engineering component is forbidding,
practical applications of the concept of adaptive structures are
most likely to be based on composite or hybrid material solutions.
This is further highlighted by the fact that the materials in
question require a distributed control system/architecture
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embedded in the material itself, which would contribute to constituting a composite character.
III.MATERIAL-INTEGRATED COMPUTING NETWORKS
Integrating computation in materials and structures requires
a down-scaling of established algorithms, computer architectures, and co-ordination principles. A mobile computer
equipped with an Intel i5-2520M and 4GB DRAM requires
roughly A=150 (CPU) + 500 (DRAM) mm2=650mm2 chip
area, delivering C=50000 MIPS computing power, but
demanding about 35(CPU)+5(DRAM)=40W electrical power.
Mid-scale computers, e.g., smart phones, are equipped with
low-power devices, e.g., an ARM Cortex delivering C=7500
MIPS, requiring only A=7mm2 chip area and P=2W power. A
normalized computing power weight factor of a computer (considering only the data processing unit) can be defined by =C/
(AP), and a relative down-scaling ratio factor is given by s=1/
2=C1A2P2/(C2A1P2). A scaling factor µ 1 is desired. The
down-scaling from an Intel i5 to an ARM Cortex is expressed
in a scaling factor of about 50. Material-integrated computing
systems limit the size of a computer to roughly 1mm2 chip area
to limit the mechanical impact of electronic components on the
structure. An ATMEL ATtiny 20 micro-controller delivers
C=12MIPS and requiring A=1mm2 and P=20mW. Compared
with an i5 this gives a scaling factor of s=63. To summarize,
current low-price consumer electronics can deliver about
20MIPS/1mm2 via a high scaling factor, while current leading
edge digital technologies (TSMC 28nm process) expect 4M
logic gates/mm2, an estimated 1000MIPS/mm2, and 5MBit
SRAM/mm2 (based on [15]). New trends in microelectronics
pose 3D structuring of electronic devices, increasing the computational power and memory storage multiple times. The functional layer of a silicon die has a width about 10m (e.g.,
extracted by chip thinning [23]), delivering up to 1000 MIPS/
mm2 or 250MBit/mm3 assuming a simplified functional-interconnect-isolation layer sandwich structure..
IV.THE AAPL AGENT MODEL
The AAPL programming model (details in [16]) relies on the
Activity-Transition Graph behaviour model given by an agent
class template containing activity and transition sections. Originally, AAPL is an abstract programming meta model that can be
implemented with different programming languages. The agent
is composed of activities (graph nodes) with conditional or
unconditional transitions based on agent data (perception and
state). AAPL offers statements for parameterized agent instantiation, like the creation of new agents and the forking of child
agents inheriting the parent state. Unified agent interaction is
provided by using synchronized Linda-like tuple database
space access and signal propagation (messages carrying simple
data delivered to asynchronous executed signal handlers), discussed in the next section. Agent mobility (migration) is provided. The destination can be a geometric direction (e.g.,
North, South, ..), a delta-distance vector usable in mesh-grids, a
host port, or an URL/IP address.
There are actually two different concrete programming languages basing on the AAPL model with existing compilers and
agent processing platforms: AgentFORTH (AFVM platform)
and AgentJS (JAM platform).
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Figure 1. Dual-machine approach coupling JAM and AFVM by using a onthe-fly agent code cross-compiler (J2F: JavaScript-to-FORTH)

AgentJS implements the full AAPL model and operational
set, whereas AgentFORTH implements a sub-set only (though
nearly complete).
V.AGENT PLATFORMS
Two different programmable agent processing platforms
supporting AAPL agents are available: (1) Agent FORTH Virtual Machine (AFVM)[16][17]; (2) JavaScript Agent Machine
(JAM)[18]. The AFVM is a low-resource platform suitable for
hardware integration, requiring about 1000k gates (~1mm2 chip
core area with a TSMC 65nm manufacturing process). Among
hardware implementation there are different software implementations fully operational and code compatible with each
other. The JAM platform addresses the deployment in largescale networks, i.e., the Internet (of Things), mobile networks,
and Clouds. It requires a JavaScript execution platform. The
deployment of JAM in large-scale world-wide networks in an
Earthquake monitoring use-case has been demonstrated in [18].
Though both platforms support agents with nearly the same
behaviour and operational model they are not compatible on
code level.
Though in this work MAS are deployed in and evaluated
with JAM networks, the technological realization of materialintegrated computing requires the execution of MAS on the
AFVM platform. To enable the composition of future largescale applications ranging from very-low-resource nodes
(1mm3 computers integrated in materials, smart materials and
structures) to high-resource devices (generic computers, servers, mobile and embedded devices), both platform architectures
must co-exist supporting agent migration seamlessly. This coexistence demands a compatibility layer by introducing an onthe-fly cross-compiler enabling agent mobility between different platform technologies seamlessly, shown in Fig. 1. This
cross-compiler translates agents in AgentFORTH object code
to AgentJS text code agents and vice versa by preserving the
entire agent state. This compiler is optimally contained in JAM
as a service.
AgentJS is a dynamic language with dynamic storage management, whereas AgentFORTH is a static language with storage allocated on agent creation. The F2J direction is always
possible, but the opposite J2F direction is currently not fully
supported and requires constrained JS (with pseudo-static
memory allocation).
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VI.AGENT COMMUNICATION
Communication is central in large-scale distributed systems
with a high impact on the overall system performance and stability. Two main issues arise affecting design considerations: 1.
Efficiency of the communication with respect to latency, computational complexity, and storage; 2. Addressing and delivery
of messages to destination entities. Efficiency is a key factor in
self-powered material-integrated low-resource computing networks. Commonly, end-to-end communication is established
between processes using IP protocols and computer nodes having unique addresses, which is not suitable for large-scale material-integrated networks and mobile agents. The agent model
usually announces autonomy and loosely coupling to the environment, thus without a strong binding to a specific node.
Moreover, there is usually no global knowledge of the current
position of an agent in the network at all. Basically three
approaches are available to exchange information between
agents: Tuple-space access, signal messages, and agent migration. Tuple-spaces were proposed in [19] and [20] as a suitable
MAS interaction and co-ordination paradigm.
A. Tuple-Spaces
Tuple-space communication (see Fig. 3 a) exchanges data
tuples between entities based on pattern matching, i.e., between
processes and agents. The information exchange is data-driven
and bases on the data structure and content of the data, and do
not require any destination addressing or negotiation between
communicating entities. Furthermore, tuple-space communication is generative, i.e., the lifetime of data can exceeds the lifetime of the producer. There are producer and consumer agents.
A tuple-space can be localized with a limited access region,
commonly limiting data exchange to entities executed on the
same network node. Distributed tuple-spaces require inter-node
synchronization and base on replication and some kind of distributed memory model.
The AAPL agent model originally uses tuple-spaces only for
agent communication executed on the same node.
B. Agent-to-Agent (A2A) Signals
Signals are lightweighted messages that are delivered to specific agents (Agent-to-Agent A2A, see Fig. 3 b), in contrast to
the anonymous tuple exchange. One major issue in distributed
MAS is remote agent communication between agents executed
on different network nodes. Though an agent can be addressed
by an unique identifier, the path between a source and destination agent is initially unknown. For the sake of simplicity and
efficiency, routing table management and network exploration
in advance is avoided. Instead the AAPL platforms (JAM/
AFVM) support signal delivery along paths of mobile agents
only. That means, a signal from a source node A can only be
delivered to a destination agent currently on node B iff the destination agent was executed (or created) on node A some time
ago. I.e., two agents must have been executed on the same node
in the past. Agent migration and signal propagation is recorded
by the agent platform using look-up table caches with time limited entries and garbage collection.
C. Agent-to-Node (A2N) Signals
Previous agent platform implementations only support signal delivery along migration paths based on the destination
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agent identifier (private, uni-cast) or the agent class (public,
broadcast). The new JAM platform 2.0 introduces signal delivery of signals to specific remote platforms (remote signaling)
based on paths specified by the signal sender agent, shown in
Fig. 3 (c). The destination platform node broadcasts the signal
to all listening agents executed on this particular node. To simulate private A2A uni-cast (or multi-cast) communication,
agents can use a randomly generated signal name only known
by the sender and the receiver. This new approach enables
interaction between agents never executed on the same node.
Furthermore, these remote signals are used to implement distributed tuple-spaces, discussed later.
D. Mobile Agents
Mobile agents can be used to distribute information in networks. They can get data/information from the tuple-space of
the current node and store them in remote tuple-spaces by
migrating to the respective nodes. The advantage of this
approach is the ability to find suitable remote nodes and paths
to nodes autonomously or based on content negotiation, and to
filter, map, or process the collected data, e.g., using data fusion
techniques. The disadvantage is a high communication and processing overhead due to the agent process migration.
Additionally, mobile agents can be used to deliver data in
mobile network environments by using a mobile device for spatial migration (piggyback approach, see [21] for details), not
possible with A2A/A2N signals or remote tuples.
E. Distributed Tuple-Spaces
The new JAM platform 2.0 introduces the support for tuple
migration using the collect, copyto, and store operations performed by agents. This feature enables the composition of distributed tuple-spaces controlled by agents. The collect and
copyto operations transfer tuples from the local tuple-space to a
remote using pattern matching, similar to the inp and rd operations. The store operation send a tuple to a remote tuple-space,
similar to the out operation.
Remote tuple space access is performed via A2N signals,
shown in Fig. 3 (d).
Evaluation
Fig. 2 shows the analysis of simulation results as part of the
use-case study discussed in Sec. VIII. for different agent communication strategies. In this simulation, sensor data derived
from an artificial physical system, was distributed event-based,
leading to varying activity patterns depending on the dynamic
change of the mechanical structure under test within a given
time window (15000 MAS simulation steps with 100 physical
simulation iterations). Note: A simulation step usually executes
one agent activity or signal handler. The first approach uses
mobile notification agents to distribute sensor data to neighbour
nodes (created on each event), which causes an up to 40 times
higher communication cost compared with the other
approaches. In the second approach distributed notification
agents are sent to neighbour nodes one time, and using A2A
signals to update sensor data on neighbour nodes managed by
the notification agents. The third approach uses remote tuple
access based on A2N signals, which causes the lowest communication cost and do not require previous agent distribution.
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Figure 2. Analysis of different sensor data distribution approaches retrieved
from a use-case simulation using (Top) Mobile agents; (Middle) A2A signals
and notify agents; (Bottom) Remote tuple access using remote A2N signals.

Figure 3. Agent communication in AAPL (a) Tuple-space communication
between agents on same node (b) Agent-to-Agent Signals (c) Remote Agent-toNode Signals (d) Remote Tuple Operation

VII.MULTI-DOMAIN SIMULATION
Combining physical world with MAS simulation is a challenge. Such a multi-domain simulation enables the direct derivation of sensor data from a physical model (sensing part)
provision to a computational system, and the investigation of
the action of this computational system on the physical system (actuating part). The goal of this multi-domain simulation is to investigate the behaviour of MAS on dynamic (or
semi-static) changes of mechanical structures and vice versa.
The physical world consists of the mechanical structure given
by a physical model (FEM or mass-spring multi-body), sensors, and external loading having impact on the static and
dynamic reaction of the structure, including gravity. For the
sake of simplicity, the mechanical structure under test is
modelled with a mass-spring multi-body system. The multibody physics simulation is well known from computer games
and animations. It can be easily and efficiently integrated in
computational systems like MAS simulators.
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To this end, the SEJAM simulator (JAM platform + GUI +
simulation control) was extended with a modified physics
engine (based on Cannon.js and Three.js) enabling the direct
coupling of the physical model with the computation of
agents, shown in Fig. 4. The JAM platform and the SEJAM
simulator are entirely implemented in JavaScript, executed
with the Node Webkit (node.js+Chromium HTML browser).
A simulation model consists basically of three parts: (1) The
MAS behaviour models; (2) The JAM virtual network world;
(3) The phyiscal model. All parts are specified in JavaScript.
In this environment, the physical model can be accessed by
all agents. A distributed MAS simulation consists of node
and worker agents executed on different virtual JAM nodes.
There is one artificial agent (world agent) representing the
world and managing the simulation, i.e., generating and
updating sensor data accessed by the node and worker agents
by using the unified tuple-space interface. The world agent
can read and modify physical simulation variables, i.e., reading strain, force parameters, and setting material/structure
properties (stiffness).
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Figure 4. SEJAM2 Simulation Environment (Left) MAS (Right) Physics
(Top) Agents, N: Node, R: Mobile Worker, W: World (Middle) Model, Ag:
AgentJS, Sim: Simulation, Phy: Cannon Model

The simulator directly controls JAM, and a simulation step
usually executes one activity or a signal handler of all ready
agents.
VIII.USE-CASE: SELF-ADAPTATION WITH MAS
A use-case should demonstrate the coupling of computational with physical systems by MAS. The following MAS is
deployed in an three-dimensional mesh-grid network (Fig. 5,
middle) integrated in an artificial mechanical structure. For the
sake of simplicity this structure is a plate composed of 5x4x2
mass nodes connected by springs, shown in Fig. 5 (top). It is
assumed that each network node provides a JAM platform to
process agents. Each node is connected to up to six neighbours
with communication links. Additionally, each node is connected to neighbour nodes by a set of springs, but only a sub-set
is controlled by a specific computer and mass node, shown in
Fig. 5 (bottom, spring organization).
The total strain energy U of a mechanical structure is the
integral of the strain tensor  over the volume V of the structure.
The discretized strain energy for each node Ui is computed
from all attached springs j={1,..,n} with their displacement dj
and current stiffness sj. The total discretized strain energy of the
structure is the sum over all node strain energies:

goal to reduce the mechanical strain and total strain energy U
either globally or limited to a spatial region.
Each node controls a number of springs to neighbour nodes,
shown in Fig. 5 (bottom, a). Each spring has a virtual strain
(displacement) sensor attached. Together with the current stiffness parameter value, the spring energy can be computed. It is
assumed that the stiffness of each spring can be varied between
a lower and an upper boundary [s0,s1]. A technical reasonable
range is 50% around a nominal stiffness value. The missing
sensor values (spring displacement and current stiffness) from
other neighbour nodes are delivered by remote tuple operations
(see Fig. 5, bottom, b).
Using the SEJAM simulator, the physical and computational
system can be simulated simultaneously. The start condition of
the physical plate is shown in Fig 5. Spring and gravity forces
have an effect on each mass of the plate. Therefore, the plate
will swing between a maximal and a minimal bend until is converges to a static state. The MAS has the goal to minimize the
total strain energy U and the maximal strain by modifying the
spring stiffness using a simple stiffness swap algorithm, discussed below. The MAS is composed of two different agent
classes: The node and the broker agents, having a distinct
behaviour described below.
A. Agent Behaviour: Node Agent
The node agent is a stationary agent. Its behaviour consists
of the following main activities:
init
The initialization activity mainly creates a broker agent, starts
the adapt handler timer, and set up the sensor acquisition and
spring control.
percept
Getting notifications via the tuple-space data base. Listening
for tuples: {SENSOR, STIFFNESS, ADAPT}. The SENSOR
tuple is either send by the world agent or by surrounding
neighbour node agents. The ADAPT tuple is send by the broker agent if there is a change in the spring stiffness was negotiated (either an increase or decrease). Always all controlled
spring of a node are set to the same stiffness.
process
New sensor data is processed, and the current strain of each
spring and the total node strain energy is computed. Relevant
sensor distribution and negotiation events are started. In the
case of an energy event (i.e., the current strain energy is
above a threshold), an alarm tuple ALARM(energy,
stiffness, ..) is created that is consumed by a waiting
and listening broker agent.

U = ∫ ε T σε dV
V

n

U node = ∑ di 2si

(1)

notify

i =1

N

U = ∑U i
i =1

The MAS is used to distribute sensor data to neighbour
nodes and to negotiate a stiffness variation of spring with the
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The notification activity distributed sensor and spring data to
neighbour nodes by sending remote SENSOR tuples. The
attached broker agents is notified by ENERGY and ALARM
tuples. Based on sensor data of all known springs attached to
this node a NEIGHBOURS tuple is send to the broker to inform
about connectivity.
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adapt
This handler changes the stiffness parameters of all controlled springs. To avoid high stiffness changes, a low-pass
filter is applied. This activity is executed periodically by a
timer. Always all springs are set to the same stiffness.
B. Agent Behaviour: Broker Agent
The negotiation and broker agent is a mobile agent and is
responsible for the self-adaptation of the material based on the
current load situation in the neighbourhood and self-regulation.
It interacts with the node agents and other broker agents via
tuple exchange only.
Its behaviour consists of the following main activities:
percept
Getting notifications via the tuple-space data base. Listening
for tuples: {ENERGY, ALARM, NEIGHBOURS, VOTE}. The
ENERGY tuple informs about the current strain energy and
stiffness setting of the node, whereas the ALARM tuple triggers a voting cycle (transition to vote activity). A VOTE tuple
containing a SWAP? request initiates an election.
vote
A voting cycle is initiated by sending a VOTE(SWAP?)
request tuple to a randomly chosen neighbourhood node.
During the voting or election cycle further ALARM and SWAP?
requests from other nodes are blocked (ignored).
notify
If this broker started a voting cycle and got a SWAP+
response, it notify the node agent about the successful stiffness swap negotiation by sending an ADAPT tuple to commit
the election result.
election
This is the election handler managing a swap election initiated by the first SWAP? vote after a time-out. The election
determines the major vote of all collected votes. If the major
vote with the highest energy can be granted, the voter gets a
SWAP+ declaration, otherwise it is declined with a SWAP‐
declaration, and also all voters loosing the competition get a
SWAP‐ declaration. The decision for the stiffness swapping
bases on the local strain energy and stiffness, compared with
the major requesting node’s energy and stiffness, i.e., swapit=this.energy < major.energy && this.stiffnessmajor.request > this.stiffness.low.
C. Results & Analysis

Figure 5. (Top) Physical structure (Middle) The associated computational
network deployed with agents. Each node represents a physical mass and a
computer, too. (Bottom) Data Distribution and Negotiation in a Region-ofInterest performed by broker and node agents.
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The MAS-PHY simulation was performed with the aformentioned plate structure (with 4x5x2 nodes) and the MAS.
The stiffness of the springs can be set in the range [30,80] (arb.
units) with an initial pre-set of 50. Selected simulation results
after 30000 MAS simulation steps and 300 physical simulation
iterations are shown in Fig. 6. A simulation step usually executes one activity of all ready agents or a signal handler of an
agent. Due to the damped plate oscillation with different plate
bending and strain situations, and the event-based sensor distribution behaviour of the node agents, the signal activity varies
on the time-scale, shown for the case of the sensor distribution
only in Fig. 6 (a).
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access and modify the physical model at simulation time
directly. The multi-domain simulation speed is overall satisfying. A simulation step (MAS+PHY) requires less than 100ms
computation time, typically 10ms, depending on the complexity
of the MAS, the JAM network, and the physical model.
Though in this work only a simulation with an artificial
structure was shown, the MAS can be deployed in a technical
real-.world system, integrating a computational network in the
adaptive structure. This requires (1) Adaptive material properties; (2) That can be controlled by a distributed computer network consisting of very-low-resource nodes. For the latter
requirement there must be a migration from the JAM to the
AFVM platform, requiring only small modifications of the
agents.
The first attempt to implement a self-adaptive structure
using a simple stiffness swap negotiation showed a reduction of
the total strain energy of the structure, i.e., a global effect,
although the adaptation was based on multiple local negotiations only. This decentralized operation is a requirement for an
efficient scaling towards large-scale networks.
The event-based behaviour and the locally limited access of
agents reduces computational and communication costs significantly compared with a traditional centralized global approach.
In future, advanced distributed material-adaptation algorithms should be investigated and evaluated, and finally implemented in a real-world demonstrator using the AFVM platform.
Besides, the systems capabilities to alleviate local effects
like damage or wear and the capabilities to increase the structure longevity under conditions of fatigue deserve to be studied.

Figure 6. Results from combined MAS-PHY simulation after 30000 simulation steps and 300 physical simulation iterations (blue boxes):
(a) Without physical adaptation of spring stiffness and swap agent negotiation
(b) Without physical adaptarion but with agent negotiation
(c) With adaptive behaviour
(Left) Total physical strain energy U [blue line] of the structure and signal
activity [red line]
(Right) Total strain of the structure (red line) and maximum strain [blue line]
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